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A B S T R A C T

An EBSD analysis of a duplex steel (austeno-ferritic) deformed in tension up to fracture is
presented. The main purpose of the paper is to describe, qualitatively and quantitatively,
the differences in the behavior of the two phases during plastic deformation. In order to do
so, several topological maps are measured on the deformed state using the electron
backscatter diffraction technique. Distributions of grain size, misorientation, image quality
factor and texture are then analyzed in detail.Keywords:
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1. Introduction

The extensive range of industrial applications of duplex steels
is related to their excellent resistance to corrosion and their
high strength, combined with high toughness. Their advanta-
geousmechanical properties, namely strength andductility, are
largely a result of the duplex structure, which is constituted of
ferrite and austenite [1,2]. However, the morphology, reparti-
tion, and texture of both phases are also important factors
which are known to control the mechanical behavior and final
properties of these materials [3]. In particular, it is well-known
that the two phases do not present the same mechanical
behavior duringdeformation [4,5]. Todate, this feature has been
previously investigated mechanically by means of mechanical
tests, residual stress measurements and comparison of the
mechanical data thus attained, with some predictions being

made with polycrystalline models. Yet all these approaches
only offer limited information in respect of the local behavior of
both phases. A systematic study of elastoplastic behavior of
duplex steel was performedby Dakhlaoui et al. using diffraction
techniques (X-ray and neutrons) [6]. Carrying outmeasurement
under tension, important differences in the evolution of lattice
strains were observed. An elastoplastic model (self-consistent)
was used to predict the evolution of internal stresses during
loading and to identify the critical resolved shear and strain
hardening parameters for eachphasewithin the studied duplex
steel [7,8]. The presentwork is the second stage of the study and
it concerns microstructure evolution during tension. The
microstructure (strain heterogeneities) is of prime importance
in damage and the initial crack [9]. The differences in behavior
of each phase and the strain heterogeneities were studied by
other authors using various techniques (SEM, TEM, EBSD, AFM)
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[10–12]. Strain heterogeneities between phases in duplex
stainless steel were examined experimentally during in situ
test using the EBSD technique and Digital Image Correlation
(DIC) [13]. The obtained results were compared with simula-
tions made using finite elements method (FEM) by Bartali et al.
[9]. All previous studies conducted by other authors have a
qualitative character. The aim of this work is to describe
qualitatively and quantitatively the differences in the behavior
of twophasesduringplastic deformationusing EBSD technique.
This technique acquires orientationmaps for a plane sample, to
identify grains and sub-grains, and to study the morphology,
orientation, and in the case of a multi phase material, phase
geometry. The new method based on the concept initially
proposed by Tarasiuk et al. [14] was used for the first time in a
multiphase material. The distribution of the image quality
factor was used to determine deformed and recrystallized
volume fractions of a material in each phase.

2. Experimental Procedure

The material used in the study is an austeno-ferritic stainless
steel known as URN45N, containing approximately 50%
austenite and 50% ferrite. The chemical composition of this
alloy is presented in Table 1. It was obtained by continuous
casting, and then hot rolled down to a final thickness of
15 mm. Before cold deformation, the URN45N alloy was
solution heat-treated at 1050 °C and quenched in water in
order to avoid precipitation of secondary phases. It was then
annealed for 1000 h at 400 °C and cooled in ambient air. This
temperature was chosen to avoid precipitation of an interme-
tallic phase rich in Ni, Si and Mo, in other words, the γ phase
[15].

A cylindrical specimenwith a gauge length of 15 mm and a
diameter of 8 mm was machined from a sheet, with the axis
aligned along the rolling direction (RD). The sample was then
deformed in tension until complete failure. Significant strain
anisotropy was observed between the transverse and normal

directions (see Fig. 1). The broken sample was then cut using
an oil-cooled wire saw along the (RD–TD) plane for further
EBSD analysis.

The EBSD maps were obtained with a Cambridge S360
(W-GUN) scanning electron microscope (SEM), equipped with
automatic OIM (orientation imaging map) software from TSL
at LSPM-CNRS. Three different areas, each 700 μm×700 μm in
size, were selected in the (RD–TD) plane. The three areas
corresponded to three different levels of strain (see Fig. 1),
namely, no deformation, the initial state (init); an intermedi-
ate level of strain (medium); and a high level of strain (high)
close to the necking region. Before measurement, the samples
were mechanically polished with silicon carbide paper down to
grade 4000 and then electropolished in anA3 solution produced
by Struers. During the grinding and electro-polishing of the
sample, a maximum thickness of 10 μm was removed.

Several statistical analyses were performed on the EBSD
data from each scanned area. The following list explains the
significance of all the parameters used:

IQ factor (image quality) - According to the TSL software, IQ
describes the quality of Kikuchi patterns. This factor may
be used as an estimation of stored energy or dislocation
density, as previous publications have shown [14,16]. The
absolute value of the IQ factor depends on the experimen-
tal settings and sample preparation but the shape of the IQ
distribution can mainly be attributed to variations in
hardening degree or dislocation density within the area
scanned. In order to compare IQ distributions for different
samples and areas, this factor is normalized to a range of
between 0 and 1. It is important to reiterate that an IQ
comparison of this nature is a useful method only if the
relevant surface area of all the samples under study is very
well prepared.
Kernel average misorientation (KAM) - The local misorientation
can be characterized using a misorientation Kernel ap-
proach. For a given point, the Kernel averagemisorientation
of that point in relation to all its nearest neighbors is
calculated, with the proviso that those misorientations
exceeding a given tolerance value, usually set at 150, and
associated with grain boundaries is excluded from the
averaging procedure. It has been shown [17,18] that this
KAM parameter is, indeed, a good tool for determining the
degree of deformation and even more efficient for deter-
mining the degree of recrystallization during interrupted

Table 1 – Chemical composition (wt.%) of examined
materials.

C Si Mn P S Cu Ni Cr Mo Ni N

UR45N 0.015 – 1.6 – 0.001 0.12 – 22.4 2.9 5.4 0.17

Fig. 1 – The duplex steel sample after tensile deformation (the reference sample system linked to the plane of the original sheet
is shown in order to characterize the anisotropy of deformation within the neck). The large difference of deformation between
TD and ND direction is clearly seen.



annealing treatments. Once it has been calculated for each
point within a map, it can then be averaged on all points
belonging to one given phase.
Grain boundary determination based on kernel average
misorientation (GBKAM) - In this case, we calculate a KAM,
but without excluding the high angle misorientations. This
means that all the neighboring points on the one under

consideration, even those across the grain boundary and
belonging to a different grain, are included in the GBKAM
value. It then becomes clear that the points associated
with GBKAM values higher than 100 correspond quite well
to the points which are close to the grain boundaries, being
associated with a minimum misorientation of 15°. The GB
areas are then more easily and completely identified than
they are when only the high misorientation values, which
may sometimes correspond to isolated segments, are
considered.
Grain size - The grain size distribution was calculated under
the assumption that the minimum misorientation charac-
terizing grain boundaries is equal to 150. The average grain
size was then weighted by the grain area. According to the
OIM TSL software documentation, the average grain size is
calculated as:

Ah i ¼ ∑N
i¼1νi⋅Ai ð1Þ

where: Ai is the area of i-th grain and vi is the fraction of the
whole sample taken by the i-th grain νi=Ai/Asample.
Texture - For each sample, an orientation distribution
function (ODF) was calculated from the orientation data
collected by EBSD. In order to do this, a Gaussian peak was
set around each measured orientation, with a Gaussian
spread set equal to 50. The final ODF was developed using
the series expansion method up to series level 22, in line

Fig. 2 – Microstructure of the studied duplex steel. Medium
deformation vertical—TD, horizontal—RD.

Fig. 3 – Maps of orientation and IQ distribution for two degrees of deformation. The maps obtained on the highly deformed
sample are not shown for the sake of clarity but are used in the subsequent analyses.
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with the Bunge formulation [19] and the resulting ODF was
finally calculated as the sum of all these peaks. ODF is
presented in Euler space using the standard convention
proposed by Bunge [20].
The volume fractions of the texture components of interest,
given below, were finally calculated in accordance with the
method explained in [21].
CSL (coincident site lattice) boundaries - The fraction of various
coincident site lattice boundaries was calculated using the
TSL OIM software.

3. Results

Typical microstructure, orientation and IQ maps obtained by
SEM and EBSD on the sample surface are shown in Figs. 2 and
3. The characteristicmicrostructure consists of gamma islands,
which is to say, groups of grains, elongated along the rolling
direction and embedded in an alphamatrix as it was confirmed
by optical methods in the previous work made on the same
sample [7]. The maps show that all the crystallites of the alpha
phase have almost the same orientation, while the gamma
islands are divided into smaller grains, with different orienta-
tions of the lattice. A similarmicrostructurehas previously been
reported by other authors [22,23].

From the IQ maps presented in Fig. 3, it can be seen that, in
the initial state, the IQ values are fairly similar for the gamma
and alpha phases. It is also clear from the IQmaps that the level
of deformation is fairly heterogeneous from grain to grain. A
more quantitative analysis can be done using IQ histograms.
The method used in this study is based on the concept initially
proposed by Tarasiuk et al. [14]. In that paper, the distribution of
the IQ factorwas used to determinedeformed and recrystallized
volume fractions of a material subjected to different annealing
treatments giving rise to partial or complete recrystallization.
The general idea, which is very simple, is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where the two normalized IQ distributions shown correspond
to one completely recrystallized sample and one deformed
sample. The total area under each curve is, by construction of
these histograms, equal to one, since it includes all the points
within the area under study. The superposition of these two
plots can be divided into three regions. As shown in [14], region
A corresponds to all the points which are deformed without
ambiguity; regionB corresponds to thepointswhich still remain
undeformed, whereas region C is a mixture of deformed and
non-deformed points. The area of region A can then be used as
an estimator of the deformed fraction in the material. This
value is a minimal deformed fraction, since some points
included in the uncertain region C can also correspond to the
deformed state.

The distributions presented in Fig. 4 have been designated
f(q) and g(q) for deformed and recrystallized (initial) samples
respectively. The minimum deformed volume fraction can be
calculated as

Xmin ¼ ∫
q:f qð Þ>g qð Þ

f qð Þ−g qð Þ½ �dq ð2Þ

where the integration is performed over the range of q values
for which f(q) is greater that g(q).

The IQ normalized distributions obtained for the various
degrees of deformation for alpha and gamma phases are
shown in Fig. 5. In both phases, deformation leads to a shift of
the IQ distribution peak to the left, in other words, to lower IQ
values. However, the evolution rate of these distributions is
different in both phases. In the alpha phase, the shape of the
IQ distribution changes rather slowly compared to the gamma
phase, and the final IQ distribution is almost symmetrical to

Fig. 4 – Typical histogram of image quality factor for
deformed and fully recrystallized materials.

Fig. 5 – Normalized IQ distribution for various degrees of deformation for the alpha and gamma phases.
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the initial one with respect to the intersection point. These
qualitative observations can be supported by quantitative
calculations based on, for instance, Eq.(2) .

The minimum deformed volume fraction was calculated
by assuming that the initial state is deformation free,
meaning that the deformed volume fraction is 0% in this
case. The results of this calculation, presented in Table 2,
show a larger deformed volume fraction in the gamma
phase [24,25].

The average KAM values calculated within each phase are
presented in Fig. 6. It is clear that the average misorientation
increases with the increasing degree of deformation, thus
confirming that the internal grain structure becomes more
inhomogeneous with the building up of a dislocation micro-
structure. It is worth noting that, in the initial state, the
average KAM value is slightly higher in the alpha phase than
in the gamma phase. This could be a sign of the activation of
different annealing mechanisms in both phases before
deformation, namely incomplete recrystallization restricted
to recovery in the alpha phase and complete recrystallization
through nucleation and growth in the gamma phase, as has
previously been observed in a similar study [26]. During
deformation, the average misorientation increases faster in
the gamma phase than in the alpha, again confirming the
previous conclusions, drawn from the IQ profiles, of a higher
level of deformation in the gamma phase.

The internal subgrain structure was also investigated
using the GBKAM parameter. On the maps presented in
Fig. 7, points with a GBKAM higher than 100 and correspond-
ing to grain boundary areas are marked in red, whereas points
with a GBKAM between 10 and 50 which correspond to the
subgrain boundaries, are marked in yellow. It can be seen
that, in the initial material, many low angle misorientations,
in other words, those below 50, are present in the alpha phase,
confirming the hypothesis of incomplete recrystallization in

this phase. In the gamma phase, high angle misorientations
are dominant, as expected after complete recrystallization,
which led to the fragmentation of initially elongated de-
formed grains. In Fig. 8, the histograms of volume fractions
occupied by low angle boundaries (LAB) and high angle
boundaries (HAB) are shown and it is clear that the volume
fraction of low angle boundaries increases with the increasing
degree of deformation in both phases. This can be perceived
as being the direct consequence of the building up of a
dislocation microstructure composed of subgrains which can
be separated by dislocation walls during deformation. How-
ever, the evolution rate of the LAB fraction within one phase
may depend, in a complex way, on threemain parameters. The
first of these is the initial LAB fraction, which is higher in the
alpha phase; the second is the level of deformation, assumed to
be higher in the gamma phase; and the third is the degree of
stability of the subgrains created during deformation, since,
owing to deformation, initially close subgrains can reorient very
differently, further increasing themisorientation between them
[27,28]. As a consequence of these various influences, this LAB
fraction first increases faster in the gammaphase, and then still
more rapidly in the alpha phase. As for high angle boundaries,
their fraction increaseswith strain in the alpha phase but not in
the gamma phase. It might be suspected that this is owing to
the texture evolution presented below.

The average grain size values were then examined for all
samples. This parameter decreases in both phases during
deformation. The alpha grains are generally bigger and reduce
in size from 350 μm2 in the initial state to 200 μm2 for heavily
deformed material. At the same time, the average size of the

Table 2 – The minimum deformed volume fraction
calculated in the two phases after different strain levels.

Degree of deformation Deformed volume

Alpha (%) Gamma (%)

Medium 7 15
Large 25 56

Fig. 6 – Kernel statistics for alpha and gamma phases.
Fig. 7 – Maps of low and high angle boundaries or alpha and
gamma phases, identified from GBKAM.
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gamma grains changes from 150 μm2 to 50 μm2. As regards
the specific misorientations which might be present within
the material, it can first be observed that {111} <112> twins,
typical for recrystallization in fcc materials, are observed in
the gamma phase, whereas the alpha phase is practically free
of them. The boundary length fraction of the twins decreases
with increasing deformation (Fig. 9) and, as a result, almost all
of them have disappeared in the highly deformed state.

The fraction of other CSL boundaries has also been
examined in the gamma phase and the resulting values are
presented in Table 3.

In the initial state, almost 70% of the specific boundaries are
Σ3, and are thus associated with annealing twins. As men-
tioned previously, this number rapidly decreases during defor-
mation, to reach 4.2% after high deformation. The percentage of
total CLS boundaries decreases simultaneously from 73 to 11%.
The presence of a significant amount of lowΣCSL boundaries is
worth emphasizing, since it has been shown that this could lead
to higher fatigue and fracture resistance [29–31]. In the alpha
phase, the total fraction of CSL boundaries between Σ3 and Σ17
is about 6% in the initial state and remains constant during
deformation, which is more or less what is expected in an
isotropic distribution of orientations.

The textures measured in both phases are presented in
Figs. 10 and 11, in terms of ODF sections.

A large difference between the two phases can be seen in
the texture evolution observed. The alpha phase is mainly

composed of one single {100} <011> component. Known as a
rotated cube and typical of annealing in this structure (see, for
instance, [26]), it is also known to be stable during tension
along RD. As a result, a reinforcement of this component on the
ODF plots can be observed. The initial texture of the gamma
phase is more dispersed along the so-called β fiber, ranging
from Bs={110} <112> through S={123}<634> to Cu={112}<111>,
which is typical for rolling and also comprises a significant
proportion of the Cube and rotated Cube orientations, usually
associated with recrystallization. This mixture of deformation
and annealing components is also classically observed in fcc
materials after rolling and annealing [17]. As, in tension, the
stability components are the <100> and <111> directions [32], it

Fig. 8 – Fractions of low and high angle boundaries, calculated from the GBKAM calculations for both phases and different
strain levels.

Fig. 9 – Grain size for both phases and twinning length fraction for the gamma phase.

Table 3 – Calculated CSL boundary fractions in the gamma
phase.

CSL boundaries for the gamma
phase-volume fraction [%]

Σ3 Total between Σ3 and Σ17

Initial 68.2 72.7
Medium deformation 14.4 21.2
Large deformation 4.2 10.9
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is expected that the Cube, rotated Cube and Cu orientationswill
be stable during tension,whereas the Bs can be characterized as
metastable, which is to say, evolving slowly during tension, and
the S is completely unstable, in other words, expected to rotate
towards the Bs component. Thus, because of the stability of
most texture components during tension in both phases, both
textures reinforce during deformation. The volume fractions of
each component [21] were calculated as a function of deforma-
tion and are plotted in Fig. 12. The trends observed confirm
what has previously been said about the stability of orientations
during tensile deformation: the rotated cube in the alpha phase
and the brass, RW and cube in the gamma phase are reinforced
during deformation. The S and copper components exhibit
inverse behavior. The RW component in the gamma phase
grows continuously, but at a low rate.

4. Conclusion

A detailed analysis of the EBSD data measured at different
levels of strain in a duplex material demonstrates that the two
phases behave differently during deformation. In the initial
state, both phases have similar IQ distributions, which can be
linked to a similar level of initial stored energy, close to 0 as a
result of theprevious annealing treatment.Duringdeformation,
the microstructural parameters under study evolve differently:

• The estimated deformed volume fraction is higher in the
gamma phase than in the alpha phase;

Fig. 10 – Experimental textures for various degrees of
deformation for the alpha phase—ODF sections (φ2=0°, 45°).

Fig. 11 – Experimental textures for various degrees of deformation for the gamma phase—ODF sections (φ2=0°, 45° and 65°).
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• The average Kernel misorientation also increases faster in
the gamma phase than it does in the alpha phase.

These observations are all consistent with previous
observations of a higher stored energy level in the gamma
phase.

The grain boundary analysis based on the kernel average
misorientation throws some light on the way in which both
phases deform. The gamma grains, which are initially quite
small as a result of previous recrystallization, deform more
homogeneously than the initially large alpha grains, in which a
strong internal substructure builds up during deformation.

From a texture point of view, the stability of most of the
texture components in the two phases explains the slow texture
evolution observed, as well as the evolution of the LAB in the
gamma phase.

The marked difference between phases can be observed in
terms of twins and CSL boundaries. The alpha phase is almost
free from these features, whereas, in the initial state, many
annealing twin boundaries are observed in the gamma phase.
After high deformation, twins disappear but the total number
of CSL boundaries between Σ3 and Σ17 is still well over 10% of
all the boundaries. Thismay affect themechanical behavior of
the material.

This paper thus shows a number of different microstruc-
tural features in the behavior of the alpha and gamma phases
during the deformation of a duplex steel. In terms of stored
energy, internal grain structure, number of special boundaries
and intensity of texture components, the magnitude of the
differences observed varies with the degree of deformation.
Control of the macroscopic level of strain together with the
proportion of both phases can then be useful for controlling
the final properties of the material.
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